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                             TEACHING AND LEARNING ADVISORY COUNCIL 
March 22, 2022 

                                                                                             2:30 pm – 3:30 pm 
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      Chair: Adrianna Bakos  

* Mike Corman * Beverly Jones *Kseniya Garaschuk * Maple Melder Crozier  
* Diane Cruickshank * Kim Striebel *Amanda Wurz * Anna Kuczynska 
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1. ITEMS FOR ADOPTION 

a. Agenda for April 19, 2022   
b. Minutes for March 22, 2022 
 

2. TLC Report – Maureen Wideman 
BB Ultra Base Navigation - Blackboard is getting an update and will have a new look 
and feel starting in late Spring early Summer. It will be better and more intuitive.  
 
Sabbatical – Maureen Wideman is stepping down starting Sept 1. Parts of the TLC 
have been moved with CECE and ASC going under Alisa Webb in Student Services and 
PLAR going under Tracey Ryder Glass.  
 
Celebrate Learning Online –May 3 is Celebrate Indigenization include concepts 
related to decolonization, Indigenization and reconciliation efforts occurring at UFV.  
http://events.ufv.ca/tlc/events/celebrate-learning-indigenization/ May 4 is Celebrate 
Learning at UFV and will recognize adaptability, ingenuity, and dedication to students 
learning.  http://events.ufv.ca/tlc/events/celebrate-learning-indigenization/  
 
UFV PD Day – Join us May 12 & 13 for the annual UFV Professional Development 
Day.  Registration starts April 19, 2022 https://www.ufv.ca/pd-day/  
 
Accessibility for All event – May 19, 2022. This event, hosted by Teaching and 
Learning and the Centre for Accessibility Services, aims to create more awareness 
about accessibility. https://events.ufv.ca/tlc/events/accessibility-awareness-event-
may-19-2022/  
 
ISW News – Ken Harmel, Michelle Johnson, and Claire Hay have been busy facilitating 
Instructional Skills Workshops for the Abbotsford and Surrey Police Departments. 
This has been a great experience working with the community in a learning 
environment.  
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3. Neurodiversity in the Classroom
Attached readings pages 4 - 15

Comments and thoughts on the recommended readings:

a. Encourage a sense of belonging by asking your students these questions:
• what the students needs from the instructor?
• what the student needs from themself?
• what kind of family and friend support do they have?
• do they need their environment changed to assist their learning?

b. Go forward with UDL and host workshops through the Teaching and Learning Centre.
c. Get serious about EDI in our classrooms
d. Take these conversations to our senior Admin Team
e. Have a conversation about neurodiversity in the Fall of 2022. Create an event to highlight this

topic.
f. Have BB Ally turned on in your online course by sending an email to IT and they will turn it

on.
g. Present materials in different ways and offer a transcript and audio of the materials.
h. Let students exhibit learning in different ways.

Next meeting April 19, 2022
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A concerted effort to consider neurodiversity in the college classroom is essential 
for supporting neurodivergent students, and also offers impor tant pedagogical 
opportunities. Not too long ago, most disability ser vice requests  were for physi-
cal disability.  Today, the majority of such requests involve cognitive disability, 
and many fall  under the neurodiversity umbrella. Neurodiversity is also reshaping 
disability activism and disability studies. It is creating opportunities for new 
areas of study, as the idea of neurodiversity touches  every corner of  today’s uni-
versity. Just as we recognize how constraining other kinds of expectations of 
what a “typical” student is might be (in terms of race, class, gender, age, and 
intergenerational experience of college), letting go of expectations for a stan-
dard neurology can enhance our ability to reach all students and create more 
dynamic, effective teaching.

Neurodiversity is the idea that neurological diversity is part of overall  human 
diversity. The neurodiversity movement has emerged in response to the medi-
cal profession’s identification of cognitive disorders— primarily autism, atten-
tion deficit disorder, dyslexia, and Tourette syndrome.  These diagnostic labels 
focused entirely on disability, ignoring the real ity that many diagnosed indi-
viduals have exceptional skills, too; they may be among the most impressive 
students in your college classroom. The  people’s adoption of neurodiversity as 
an identity is a response to perceived marginalization by medical professionals. 
The term is not a medical label; it was coined by an autistic social scientist who 
saw herself as “more than just disabled.”

21. Neurodiversity in the Classroom
john elder robison and karin wulf
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190 john elder robison and karin wulf

Over the past twenty years, changes to diagnostic standards have driven a 
surge in diagnoses of neurodevelopmental differences, producing a growing 
population of college students diagnosed with autism or adhd. Some  will ar-
rive with neurodiversity awareness,  others  will learn about neurodiversity in 
school or in the community. Brain differences occur in more than 13  percent 
of the general population, according to Centers for Disease Control estimates. 
More than half that number have formal diagnoses by the time they reach 
college age.

A growing number of colleges and universities are starting to find ways to 
support neurodiversity. We have been teaching and working together since 
2012, as part of William & Mary’s Neurodiversity Initiative. This initiative works 
across campus to support students, faculty, and staff, though most of our efforts 
have focused on students. We address areas including admissions, study abroad, 
residential life, and especially classroom experience. Units all across campus 
have become engaged with this work, finding that supporting neurodiversity 
is not only part of their mission, but enhances experiences for all students. 
The Neurodiversity Student Group has become central to this work, advocat-
ing for student interests and joining us in making pre sen ta tions and holding 
workshops.

Most students who  were diagnosed as young  children have some experience 
with the special education pro cess. Some identify as neurodivergent without a 
formal diagnosis, since neurodiversity and neurodivergence are identity con-
cepts that may describe a wide range of functions from disability to exception-
ality. At William & Mary, we have seen students identify in this way during 
college, having made it through high school without any formal diagnosis, and 
 others who pursue a diagnosis once they get to college.

Support for neurodiversity needs to operate at multiple levels, including the 
institution, the campus community, and the classroom. Neurodivergent stu-
dents are at high risk for dropping out, and may find the social stress of college 
debilitating. So much of the college experience, from orientation to seminar- 
style coursework, includes high sensory demands and depends on discerning 
and managing implicit social information. “Why is college built for extroverts?” 
a student asked us early on. While extroversion and studying are not mutually 
exclusive, it is true that without accommodation for sensory and social sensitiv-
ity, college can be overwhelming.

The most straightforward classroom accommodations are about consulta-
tion and making the implicit explicit. Consulting with students from the first 
day of class, making the expectations and structure of the course clear for 
every one, and surfacing some of the unwritten rules of the classroom environ-
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Neurodiversity in the Classroom 191

ment are crucial for a neurodivergent student’s success. This approach also lays 
a foundation for all students’ success, and supports collaboration in learning.

Consulting with students about the classroom environment can take several 
forms. One is to make clear that accommodations can be discussed with the fac-
ulty member as well as any relevant university office. Another is to acknowledge 
the environment,  whether  because it lacks natu ral light, and artificial lighting 
can be distracting or painful for some; or  because it is crowded; or  because 
the acoustics are not suited to all learners. Reflecting openly on environmental 
prob lems allows students to know the instructor is aware of their challenges, 
and being heard is the first step in being helped. Another consultation might 
be on the nature of distractions in the classroom. Many faculty express concern 
about student distraction, and in fact some have advocated banning phones and 
laptops as a way to reduce distraction. For many students, however, the distrac-
tions of the physical plant (the low hum of fluo rescent lights, for example) may 
be more disruptive. And for  those with dysgraphia or other situations, laptops 
and phones are essential educational tools. Looking at why and how technology 
bans are implemented, in the context of the course and its format, is crucial 
for ensuring that students with accommodations are not singled out unfairly. 
Acknowledging that distraction pre sents itself differently can again si mul ta-
neously address the needs of specific students, and bring all students into a 
conversation about creating a productive learning environment.

Clarifying the structure and expectations of a course  will help all students, 
but it is especially impor tant for neurodivergent students for whom implicit 
requirements and abrupt transitions may make the course dramatically more 
difficult. An open- ended set of requirements that  will rely on the students to 
absorb implicit rather than explicit sets of instructions and evaluation criteria 
 will be detrimental for all, but again, much more difficult for neurodivergent 
students. When we meet with faculty groups to discuss this, we emphasize that 
we are not suggesting that any par tic u lar types of assignments or activities are 
wrong, only that all of them need to be explained clearly and fully.

The Neurodiversity Initiative at William & Mary has developed resources for 
faculty and students that offer guidance on some of  these points. We have a pre-
sen ta tion, for example, on the “hidden rules of seminars,” which covers issues 
such as how to assess personal space in a seminar setting, how to gauge the ap-
propriate number of contributions to the discussion, and how to enter into the 
discussion. We have another pre sen ta tion on office hours, and  others explic itly 
for faculty to create an inclusive classroom. In surveys, we have found that al-
most all students appreciate this sort of effort to make the implicit explicit, and 
that some are also particularly helpful, for example, for first- generation college 
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192 john elder robison and karin wulf

students. All of  these resources can be accessed on our website at www . wm . edu 
/ sites / neurodiversity / resources .  We are always looking to revise and improve 
 these, and thus appreciate feedback.

Finding neurodivergent faculty leaders may be the first major challenge for 
any campus neurodiversity initiative. In the disability advocacy community, 
 there is a famous mantra: Nothing about us, without us. One of us (John Robison) 
is openly neurodivergent. Given the size of the neurodivergent population,  every 
college likely has a number of neurodivergent faculty. It is impor tant that some 
of  those faculty disclose their differences in order to have credibility and stand 
as role models for neurodivergent students.

Locating or developing other resources on your campus to support neurodi-
versity  will become increasingly impor tant to our increasingly diverse student 
body. Though it often pre sents with disability and requires thoughtful accom-
modations from the campus level (sensory- sensitive spaces) to the classroom 
and for the individual student, the work we do mutually—as neurotypical and 
neurodivergent faculty, staff, and students, as well as alumni and community 
members—is impor tant to the entire campus community. But  because neuro-
diversity, like other types of diversity, enriches community, it’s also just a good 
 thing to do. Attention to it can improve your teaching in the classroom and 
beyond. We have found that thinking about neurodiversity encourages reflec-
tion among faculty and staff. As one colleague remarked to us early on, “That 
word, neurodiversity, it  really lowers the temperature on all sorts of differences.”
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 Valuing differences:
 Neurodiversity in the classroom

 Drawing on their own experiences as students, researchers, and educators,
 the authors discuss how teachers can build on the skills and talents of

 neurodiverse learners.

 By Barb Rentenbach, Lois Prislovsky, and Rachael Gabriel

 Neurodiversity describes the idea that neurological differences like autism, ADHD, and dyslexia are
 natural human variations that have benefits (Rentenbach & Prislovksy, 2016). The neurodiversity
 movement values human differences that have often been pathologized, underscores the strengths
 associated with each unique neurological design, and demonstrates how partnerships and teams

 that include neurodiverse individuals can enhance problem solving in a complex world.

 BARB RENTENBACH and LOIS PRISLOVSKY are cofounders of Mule & Muse Productions, Knoxville, Tenn. RACHAEL GABRIEL

 (rachael.gabriel@uconn.edu, @rachegabriel) is an assistant professor of literacy education, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Conn.

 Thinkstock/iStock
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 Valuing differences:
 Neurodiversity in the classroom

 By Barb Rentenbach, Lois Prislovsky, and Rachael Gabriel

 Thinkstock/iStock
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 Until I was 19 years old, I was thought to be profoundly retarded

 Educators have a particularly important role to
 play in making the benefits of neurodiversity more
 widely appreciated and empowering different think
 ers to contribute to mainstream life, thought, and
 culture. In this article, we offer three sets of practi
 cal suggestions for teachers working to strengthen
 connections among neurodiverse students and their
 peers.

 The "unusual" 1st, 5th, or 10th grader in your
 classroom may not yet seem like the brilliant sci
 entist or business owner who they might very well
 become, growing into a role that allows them to
 work closely with partners who complement their
 unique abilities. In typical school settings, recogniz
 ing such potential can be difficult. Faced with dozens
 of students, each with their own needs and interests,

 teachers may not see every child's intellectual gifts,
 especially when those gifts are obscured by a physi
 cal or social appearance that the teacher views as
 abnormal or undesirable. That is how it was with

 me (Barb). As an autistic mute, I am disguised as
 a poor thinker. I don't look normal. I appear quite
 messed up, inviting nothing but pity, a sprinkling of
 repulsion, and fear. Until age 19, I was thought to
 be profoundly retarded.

 The formal and useless part of my education took
 place in a series of special-needs classrooms plastered
 with fading laminated posters of the alphabet and
 hand-washing instructions. I heard bad jazz rendi
 tions of Velcro schedules being adjusted, recrudes
 cent nagging, and the loud clicking of 504,910,816
 seconds until graduation at age 21.

 What changed?
 I learned to type. And with the help of Lois (co

 author #2) — an educational psychologist and en
 trepreneur who also carries such labels as ADHD
 and dyslexic — I connected with a well-synchronized
 team of people whose own strengths and interests
 make our collaborative work bigger and better than
 the sum of its atypical parts.

 Lois learns most efficiently by listening to podcasts
 played at 1.5x-2x speed while she is running. When
 leading meetings with employees, she sometimes
 balances herself on a unicycle. She often works more
 effectively when moving than when she is sitting still.

 While studying to become an educational re
 searcher, Rachael (coauthor #3) was one of Lois's
 employees. She wants to make sure that no other
 students are forced to repeat the first 19 years of my
 educational history.

 So we wrote this article together, collaborating
 as a team of writers, researchers, and pioneers who
 want to bring specific, skill-based strategies — syn
 thesized from formal research and life experience —
 into classrooms. In the sections that follow, Lois and
 I describe insights related to our areas of expertise,
 and Rachael offers thoughts about their implications
 for classroom practice.

 Living and working with neurodiversity

 When you treat someone as their highest self, you
 help them become that person. Yet, the challenges
 associated with autism, ADHD, or dyslexia do not
 magically melt away just because you affirm that
 these things also have some benefits. So, instead of
 presenting our suggestions as "tips" that teachers
 can apply to "fix" or "help" neurodiverse students,
 we list them as practical implications: meanings
 uncovered by living out the realities of our unique
 designs within and outside the structures of K-12
 schools.

 Autism - Practical implications

 #7. Presume competence even when you don't
 see or hear it yet.

 Don't assume mental retardation based on odd

 behavior and poor communication. One has noth
 ing to lose by treating another person with respect.
 Give students the freedom to rise to expectations
 — surpassing them may come next. Similarly, do
 not assume that students cannot hear or under

 stand you when you talk about them. Eavesdrop
 ping tends to be a well-developed, if covert, skill
 among atypical communicators, letting us know
 whom to trust and who believes in us. Keep in
 mind: We hear you.

 #2. Smile.

 Smiling is not wasted on autistics. We sense and
 often take on the affect of those around us. People
 who are happy, confident, honest, and energetic —
 and who don't take themselves too seriously — help
 make mentally external tasks appealing. That's why
 Lois always insisted that my (Barb's) team members
 work with me in short blocks of time (no more than
 two or three hours) to ensure "freshness." Burned
 out, tired, listless, disingenuous, or pessimistic work
 ers were not hired. Variety and connection are good
 for all of us.

 60 Kappan May 2017
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 #3. Listen.

 When working with autistics who are nonverbal
 or echolalic (prone to repeating other people's words
 out loud), listening may seem to be beside the point.
 But break it down: To listen means to make an effort

 to hear, take notice of, or heed. If students are not
 talking or typing, find other ways to observe them.
 Find out about their past, their proclivities, how they
 spend their time, and what gives them joy. Having
 discovered one interest, at least, teachers can tap into
 it as a source of learning opportunities and social
 ization. Favorite and familiar themes create fertile

 ground for us to initiate and sustain efforts to practice
 academic and social skills that do not come easily.

 #4. Wait.

 What neurotypical people often perceive as "wait
 ing" and "wasting time," we may view as stasis. Like
 well-seasoned Tibetan monks, we are in no rush. We
 understand the reality of impermanence. We under
 stand the reality that nothing is as it appears to be,
 and having time to process, think, and just be is im
 portant in our daily routine. For example, I prefer to
 take a mental picture of the page and file it so I may
 consider it and recall it at my leisure. This doesn't
 fit the structure of many classrooms where students
 are expected to create written responses immediately
 after reading. Yet, allowing some downtime to con
 template words and plan a response in class, during
 the day, or even overnight may give time for a fresh
 perspective to materialize. After all, autism is our
 prism, not our prison. We may think differently, but
 we are still thinking.

 #5. Make room for nonverbal communication.

 Nonverbal, autistic blogger Emma Zurcher
 Long has written, "Language is an awkward way
 to communicate" — and I (Barb) argue that while
 this can be true for everyone, it is highly challeng
 ing for those of us who are autistically wired. It
 took me years to think in language. But prior to
 that, my thinking was not faulty; it was just not
 language based. Typing makes it way easier because
 I can control the speed of each thought and break
 it down into smaller parts or, to be more precise,
 one letter at a time.

 Sometimes it takes another person with your
 specific disability label, not another neurotypical
 teacher or peer, to help the world understand your
 experience. One of the first books I read about au
 tism was Donna Williams's memoir Nobody Nowhere:
 The Extraordinary Autobiography of an Autistic (Jessica
 Kingsley Publishers, 1998). One of her observations
 has always struck me as particularly apt: "Communi
 cation via objects was safe," Williams says. For me,

 computers are objects that can be a bridge to inter
 personal connection and growth. Those are things
 we all want, regardless of our differences.

 ADHD - Practical implications

 Barb's insight about using objects as communica
 tion bridges worked so well for her and others that
 I (Lois) decided to try it with an impulsive ADHD
 client who is intellectually gifted but struggles with
 anxiety and anger. The plan was to require him to
 type his responses instead of blurting them out. Mul
 timodal communication requires more diverse brain
 real estate and thus makes strong, novel connections
 for fresh learning. It worked. This client's impulsive
 ness and disrespectful responses dropped dramati
 cally. For the first time in our many sessions together,
 he was fully present, attentive, honest, and respectful
 for the full hour, which let his strengths shine.

 The psychologist Lynn Weiss (2005) has pub
 lished a list of "29 positive attributes of ADD" (a
 term she uses to include both ADD and ADHD),
 beginning with sensitive and empathetic, and end
 ing with observant, loyal, and wholehearted. Know
 ing positive attributes exist and designing classrooms
 where they flourish are two different things. When
 ADHD-related challenges frustrate you and/or your
 students, consider these practical implications of the
 unique ADHD design: Join the conversation

 #1. Let students know that human excellence facebook.com/pdkintl
 comes in all packages — so they are invited @pdkintl
 to be themselves.

 If you cannot tell what their individual strengths
 are, then watch and ask. They might not yet know
 either, but watching them pursue their areas of in
 terest is a good place to start, as is checking in with
 the other adults in their lives. Finding out where
 individuals with ADHD feel most competent and
 at ease also provides a good footing for trust and
 connection. Ask them which part of the school day
 makes them happiest or calmest, and ask them why
 that is. Every week, make a point of giving them at
 least one opportunity to communicate, collaborate,
 or learn in a way that plays to their strengths, even
 if that means a change from your regular classroom
 routine.

 #2. Don't make unrealistic restrictions on

 movement.

 Students with ADHD may think best when their
 bodies are active. Rather than assuming that they
 ought to sit still in class, look for opportunities to
 get them moving. When assigning partners to work
 together, for example, you might encourage them to
 take a walk while they talk over their ideas. During

 V98 N8 kappanonline.org 61
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 classroom discussions, you can invite students to sit
 on a rocking chair or an exercise ball. Or, while re
 viewing for tests, you might engage them in tossing
 a ball back and forth.

 #3. Create some routines.

 For those of us with ADHD, predictable structures
 are critically important. For example, to foster more
 reliable attention, I go to sleep and wake up at basi
 cally the same time every day, even on vacation. Like
 wise, classroom routines can help students get into
 a pattern of efficient thinking and performance. By
 designating regular times for specific activities, you
 can give them an opportunity to plan their attention
 and train their focus on one connection at a time.

 #4. Understand that people with ADHD are
 drawn to intense stimuli - and go for it.

 Dopamine is a chemical in the brain associated
 with movement, motivation, and reward seeking.
 Because of this, people with ADHD often seek lots
 of stimulation, even extreme thrills. (This is why
 people with ADHD are overrepresented among the
 world's outstanding entrepreneurs, athletes, and
 explorers, for example.) Ask such students to help
 with any part of a lesson that involves movement
 — for example, passing out materials, reorganizing
 spaces for group work, and carrying messages be
 tween groups. If you want to reward them for good
 work, offer them an opportunity for intense stimu
 lation — for example, extended recess or a chance
 to practice their juggling skills. For some students,
 you might also consider adding a layer of physical
 challenge to routine tasks — for example, by asking
 them to balance on one foot while proofreading an
 essay, or to type their responses to a class prompt
 instead of blurting them out.

 #5. Be patient with yourself as you learn more
 and do better.

 This encourages students to do the same, giving
 all of us permission to take risks and make mistakes.

 Dyslexia - Practical implications
 On a recent TV interview, I (Lois) said NMIH

 instead of NIMH for National Institute of Mental

 Health — twice. No one in my office trusts any
 phone number that I jot down. Given the option,

 I'd rather listen to text than read it. So I understand

 firsthand that, due to a different pattern of brain or
 ganization, the dyslexic brain is wired inefficiently
 for word recognition and spelling. But on the flip
 side of this neurological coin are quantifiable ad
 vantages.

 Brock and Fernette Eide (2012), leading scholars
 in the learning sciences, have identified four distinct
 talents that offer significant benefits for individuals
 with dyslexia — they use the acronym MIND, refer
 ring to advanced abilities in Material reasoning, Inter
 connected reasoning, Narrative or story-based reasoning,
 and Dynamic reasoning. Theirs is an uplifting and mo
 tivating perspective, especially when you note that
 these abilities are closely aligned with advanced lit
 eracy skills related to comprehension, meaning mak
 ing, the drawing of inferences, and making connec
 tions among ideas. In short, while the dyslexic brain
 may struggle with the foundational skills of word
 recognition and spelling, it appears to be uniquely
 suited to sophisticated forms of literacy.

 Keep in mind that the Eides do not deny the im
 pairment, frustration, or difficulty that individuals
 with dyslexia labels encounter in school settings.
 They simply ask us to look beyond those challenges
 and see that dyslexia is more than just difficulty learn
 ing to read — it's also a systemic style of language
 processing that has advantages. Individuals with dys
 lexia vary in many ways; as a group, though, they are
 statistically more likely to have certain skills that are
 quite valuable in many careers. Being able to see the
 big picture and avoid getting lost in details helps
 many dyslexics flourish in the world of business,
 for example. (In fact, entrepreneurs are five times
 as likely to be dyslexic as not.) If you embrace such
 skills in the classroom, they also can be a source of
 strength for students:

 #/. Make print worth it.

 Given that it will take extra effort, skill, and cour

 age for some students to consume printed texts in
 dependently, create reasons for reading that are
 truly compelling and linked to students' goals and
 interests. For example, a budding adolescent chef
 might be tempted by the first-year kitchen skills
 textbook used at the local culinary school, and
 younger readers who have yet to find much joy in
 print might connect with stories that include favor
 ite characters from cartoons or movies.

 Give students the freedom to rise to expectations.

 62 Kappan May 2017
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 #2. Accommodate now.

 If you cannot tell what
 your students' individual
 strengths are, then watch

 and ask.

 As students develop skills and strategies to navigate
 a print-centric education system that requires read
 ing and writing, they still need access to content, op
 portunities to participate, and ways to demonstrate
 their strengths. Do not hesitate to allow content to be
 conveyed by audiobook or video or to allow students
 to represent their understanding by visual and oral
 presentation. Dyslexics may need time and steady
 effort to build foundational literacy skills and strat
 egies (and that time is likely accounted for in their
 schedules both in and outside of school). But in the
 meantime, the real purposes of literacy — compre
 hension and communication — should not be put on
 hold. Ensure access to interesting, meaningful texts
 in multiple forms, and allow critical content to be
 conveyed in multiple ways.

 #3. Invest in strategies that work.

 Students are often the first to know whether an in

 tervention or remedial program is working for them.
 Developing reading, writing, and spelling skills may
 take significant time and effort so make sure that time

 and effort is well-placed in instruction that allows
 students to build on their strengths, make visible
 progress, and develop powerful literacies.

 #4. Communicate the strengths as well as the
 patterns of difficulty that dyslexia signifies.

 Shame and isolation are common side effects of

 students' difficulty in learning to read, but they don't
 have to be. In your classroom, make it a priority to
 ensure that individuals with disability labels and their
 peers understand the benefits of neurodiverse teams.
 (For a good conversation starter for middle schoolers
 and older students, see Foss, 2014, and to introduce
 the topic to students in the elementary grades, con
 sider the children's book by Ludwig, 2013.)

 #5. Cultivate the advantages of dyslexia.

 If students always have to complete independent
 reading assignments before classroom activities,
 they may not be able to participate fully. As an al
 ternative, consider assigning small group roles and
 activities that emphasize reasoning and creativity,
 rather than textual processing as a prerequisite for
 participation. For example, this might mean put
 ting students with dyslexia in positions where they
 can take the lead on tasks related to interpretation
 and problem solving rather than asking them to read
 aloud or act as scribes.

 Small moments within everyday classroom inter
 actions shape students' understandings of school, of
 themselves, and of others. The implications we share
 above are meant to be a starting point for reflection

 and conversations that expand as more and more
 people become aware of the benefits of neurodiver
 sity in classrooms and beyond. Our thoughts on the
 learning differences created by neurodiversity are
 clear: A community is the sum of its parts. Be your
 part. The world needs exactly you. k
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